**Football**
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...the Tech 24.

Tying T.D. Notified

Jones went for two up the middle. Elsman took a Vaccaro punt for a seven yard gain. Jones went wide for three more and a first down on the Tabor 12. Scott Lawing took a pitch-out and swept to the Tabor 5. Jones was scared for a loss on an attempted
dive sweep. A fifteen yard penalty set the snap drive back. Tabor took over after the 57 men failed to make the first down. Three plays failed to gain, and Waterman returned the ensuing kick to the Tabor 37. Waterman threw three short ones. Bin Aucamp took the second for a nine yard gain. A long pass was incomplete, and Vaccaro made the first down on a plunge. He threw in Aucamp again for 10. After an incomplete
two, he faked back and hit Fred Blau for the end zone for the
tying touchdown ... or so everyone thought. The score was nullified on a holding penalty. An interference penalty
gave the seniors a first down, but the game ended with Vaccaro's long
pass falling incomplete.

Jones and Aucamp were the standout
out. Beau runner, Lee Broderick was the standard snort defender. Playing the green slot, he was surprised
effectively to stop repeated Tabor on-
slaughts. Danny MacAulay, at tackle,
and Bill Dean were effective in the 57 defense. Tony Ryan bawled with John to stop the Tabor Snaking
tackles. Davis would strip the two interferences and Ryan would nail the
carriageway. Tabor was unable to gain in the game, and had it not been for the bus driver and the blocked
kick they would have never scored.

**Bush League**
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...this week's total comes near 20. This week the Phi Delt's came up against the happy-hurt Student Staff outfit. They figure to tame the
Demons soon enough to come up with a one touchdown triumph. After this hurdle they (or Burton, if our
defense in woe will face a classy, undefeated Beta (5-1)."

**Inscorn**
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Day for a multitude of reasons. For instance, no reliable method of judging could be found, and the singling of "Aces Ya Score" would not be very dignified in such circumstances.

Since there will be no song contest, the plane fight will retain its original value, so that the total number of points will be decided eliminating
possibility of a tie.

Plains for the new Student Union Building are beginning to be made. A motion that graduate students should have a say in the plans is
under consideration, and an agenda is to be added in planning and an agenda for the rest of the year were discussed.

**Dorm Conference**
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...tional concern of this subject, Dr. Kilgore's problem is now solved.

After all, sessions were held, attended by students and dorm

Choosing Professors Samuel J. Mason and Laurer Troost, and Mr. John E. Goodspeed, Faculty

Continuing Our Sale of Equipment Used for Demonstration Only

**WHAT A PAIR!**

WHAT A BUY! Chesterfield regular and king-
size. (Both at the same price in most places).

Jack Webb and Ben Alexander want what you want
most. Relaxation, comfort, satisfaction. They
know where to find it—because in the whole wide world,
no cigarette satisfies like a Chesterfield.

Chesterfield are best for you because they're highest
in quality, low in nicotine.
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